
SABROE compressor oil
High-quality oils specially developed 
for refrigeration systems

What’s special about SABROE  
compressor oils?

Johnson Controls provides a range of branded synthetic 
or semi-synthetic oils specially developed for use in 
refrigeration systems.

In contrast to mineral oils, these high-quality oils are 
manufactured using stringent refining standards that 
ensure identical specifications for every batch, as well  
as providing excellent chemical stability.

This is why we are able to provide unequivocal 
guarantees for the quality and performance of  
SABROE compressor oils.

All SABROE compressor oils are
• Pure, clean synthetic or semi-synthetic base oils 

free of any additives that might react with the 
refrigerant

• Straight-cut to the specified viscosity, securing 
the long-term lubrication performance of the oil

• Field-tested under the kinds of demanding 
operating

• Conditions encountered in modern refrigeration 
systems

• Chemically and thermally stable – with excellent 
wear protection and fluidity down to -40°C



Why use SABROE compressor oils?

There are big bet qualities often begin to tail off after  
only a short time in operation.

Warranty

Johnson Controls provides full warranty for refrigeration 
systems using SABROE compressor oil should any 
unforeseen operating problems arise on account of the oil.
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Product info

Oil type Application NSF Registration Quantity Part number

SABROE PAO68 New R717 plants Code H1
20-litre pail
208-litre drum

1231.256 
1231.259

SABROE AP68
R717 plants formerly 
charged with mineral oil

20-litre pail
208-litre drum

1231.257
1231.260

SABROE S68
R717 plants currently 
charged with mineral oil

Code H2
20-litre pail
208-litre drum

1231.340
1231.341

SABROE A100 R22 plants
20-litre pail
208-litre drum

1231.263
1231.262

Sabroe PAO100
R717 recip. plants  
(HPO, HPC, HPX)

Code H1
20-litre pal
208-litre drum

1231.2003
1231.2004

For further information please consult the “SABROE oil recommendation” section at www.sabroe.com.

For additional information, please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com
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Customer benefits
• Extend the time of operation between oil changes 

– their service life is as much as five times longer 
than typical mineral oils

• Provide excellent stability even under demanding 
operating conditions, resulting in low oil 
consumption

• Ensure the best possible lubrication, resulting in 
longer service life for the compressor in general

• Proven to be cost-effective, with savings on top-
ups, oil filter changes, waste disposal and labour 
costs


